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Summary. Multi-robot systems have been studied in tasks that require the robots
to be physically linked. In such a configuration, a group of robots may navigate a
terrain that proves too difficult for a single robot. On the contrary, many collective
tasks can be accomplished more efficiently by a group of independent robots. This
paper is about swarm-bot, a robotic system that can operate in both configurations
and autonomously switch from one to the other.
We examine the performance of a single robot and of groups of robots self-
assembling with an object or another robot. We assess the robustness of the system
with respect to different types of rough terrain. Finally, we evaluate the performance
of swarms of 16 physical robots.
At present, for self-assembly in autonomous, mobile robotics, swarm-bots is the
state of the art for what concerns reliability, robustness and speed.
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1 Introduction
Many researchers aim at exploiting the potential of physically connected
robotic modules to accomplish tasks that can not be achieved by the same
modules separately. Groups of physically connected robots have been studied
in the context of all-terrain navigation, for instance, navigating uneven ter-
rain [13], descending stairs [23, 2], climbing near vertical walls [24], or avoiding
obstacles during locomotion [21].
Special attention has been paid to the ability to self-reconfigure the shape,
once connected into a common entity, with no external mechanical assis-
tance [8, 3, 22, 19, 24, 14]. In most of these systems, robotic modules either
have to be pre-attached by the experimenter, or be arranged in specific relative
positions. A single module usually has very limited autonomous capabilites.
Typically it is not equipped with any sensors to perceive the environment
(except simple IR photo sensors integrated in the connection plates). Nor,
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typically, are they capable of autonomous motion. Furthermore, the connec-
tion mechanism requires relatively accurate positioning (which is ensured,
for instance, when operating within a grid-based configuration). These lim-
itations, common to most self-reconfigurable robotic systems, make it diffi-
cult [25, 20, 1], sometimes even impossible [2], to let two separate modules,
or two groups of modules, connect autonomously.
We define a self-assembling system as a system composed of autonomous,
mobile entities which can form artefacts of different size by physically con-
necting to and disconnecting from each other. To the best of our knowledge,
there are only two multi-robot systems that are not subject to the limitations
discussed above, and therefore capable of self-assembling.
 Fukuda et al. proposed the concept of dynamically reconfigurable robotic
systems and realized an implementation with CEBOT, the first cellular
robotic system [5, 8]. CEBOT is a heterogenous system comprised of
cells with different functions (e.g., move, bend, rotate, and slide). The
autonomous docking of a single moving cell with an object cell has been
demonstrated in an obstacle-free, flat terrain [7, 6]. Automatic assembly,
disassembly and reconfiguration of up to three CEBOT cells have been
realized by controlling a pair of conventional manipulators [9].
 Super Mechano Colony (SMC) is a new type of parent-child robot concept
that has been proposed in the framework of Super Mechano Systems [12].
Two distinct systems have been developed: the first one consists of a pas-
sive mother-ship with attachable child robots, restricted to locomotion in
2D [4]. The ability of two child robots to detach from and to reconnect to
the mother-ship has been demonstrated by making use of dead-reckoning.3
The second system, called SMC Rover, is a planetary rover with attachable
child robots. As in the case of Millibot Trains [2], the current prototype
lacks sensors to support autonomous docking. It has been developed to
study the basic capabilities of the underlying mechanics [18].
We present a new robotic system called swarm-bot lying at the in-
tersection between collective and self-reconfigurable robotics [16, see also
http://www.swarm-bots.org]. The basic robotic entities, called s-bots, are
fully autonomous and mobile. However, they can autonomously connect one
to the other to form versatile structures that can self-reconfigure their shape.
2 System Design
2.1 Hardware
Fig. 1(a) shows the physical implementation of the s-bot. The robot has a
height of 19 cm (including the transparent cylinder on top) and weighs ap-
proximately 700 g.
3 A video recording is available at http://www.ac.ctrl.titech.ac.jp/
~yamakita/coe/smc.html.
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Fig. 1. (a) A single robot. Self-assembly with (a) an object, and (c) a teammate.
The s-bot has nine degrees of freedom (DOF) all of which are rotational,
including two DOF for the traction system, one DOF to rotate the s-bot’s
upper part (called the turret) with respect to the lower part (called the chas-
sis), one DOF for the grasping mechanism of the rigid gripper (in what we
define to be the s-bot’s front), and one DOF for elevating the arm to which
the rigid gripper is attached (e.g., to lift another s-bot). A versatile arm at-
tached to the side of the turret supports a second grasping device; the arm
was not mounted when running the experiments presented in this paper. For
the purpose of communication, the s-bot has been equipped with eight RGB
LEDs distributed around the robot, and two loudspeakers.
The robot’s traction system consists of a combination of tracks and two
external wheels, called treels©. The tracks allow the s-bot to navigate on
rough terrain. The diameter of the external wheels is slightly bigger than the
one of the tracks which provides the s-bot with good steering abilities. To
ensure a stable posture while enabling teammates to approach and connect
from many different angles, the geometry of the treels© has been chosen
roughly cylindrical and of size comparable to the turret.
An s-bot can connect with another by grasping the connection ring. An
s-bot can receive connections on more than two thirds of its perimeter. The
mechanical design allows for some misalignment in all six DOF during the
approach phase. A further fine-grained alignment occurs during the grasp-
ing phase. This is facilitated by the shape of the two teeth at the end of
the gripper’s jaws and by the relatively high force with which the gripper is
closed (15N).
The s-bot is equipped with a variety of sensors, including 15 proximity
sensors distributed around the turret, four optical barriers integrated in the
rigid and the semi-flexible gripper, and a VGA omni-directional camera. For
a more comprehensive description of the s-bot’s hardware see [17, 15].
2.2 Controller
We aim at controlling a group of s-bots in fully autonomous manner in such a
way that they locate, approach and connect directly with an object that acts
as a seed or with other s-bots already connected to the seed.
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Algorithm 1 The assembly module
1: activate color ring in blue
2: repeat
3: (i1, i2)← featureExtraction(camera)
4: (i3, i4)← sensorReadings(proximity)
5: (o1, o2, o3)← neural network(i1, i2, i3, i4)
6:
7: if (o3 > 0.5) ∧ (grasping requirements fulfilled) then
8: grasp
9: if successfully connected then
10: activate color ring in red
11: halt until timeout reached
12: else
13: open gripper
14: end if
15: end if
16: apply (o1, o2) to tracks
17: until timeout reached
To favor scalability, the control is decentralized (i.e., fully distributed) and
homogenous (i.e., all group members have identical control). The process of
self-assembling is governed by the local attraction and repulsion among s-bots,
and between s-bots and the seed. The color ring of the seed is permanently
activated in red. Initially, all s-bots set the ring color to blue. The controller
lets the s-bots avoid blue objects, and approach/connect with red objects.
Thus, the process is triggered by the presence of the seed. Once an s-bot
has established a connection, the color of its ring is set to red, attracting
unconnected s-bots to connect with it. The basic principle of signaling the
state (of being connected or unconnected) allows the emergence of (global)
connection patterns of dimensions far beyond the robot’s (local) sensing range.
Algorithm 1 details the control module for self-assembly. The main part is
given by a reactive neural network (line 5) that maps sensory inputs to motor
commands. The network takes as input the binary values i1 and i2 from the
robot’s vision system (line 3) and the values i3 and i4 from the left-front and
right-front robot’s proximity sensors (line 4). The network’s output (o1, o2, o3)
is used to control the speed of the left and the right wheels (line 16) and the
connection mechanism (lines 7 to 15). By default, the tuple (i1, i2) is assigned
(0, 0). Any other assignment indicates the presence of red objects (in the front,
or to the left or right side). If an obstacle (a blue object) is present in between,
i1 and i2 are set to zero. The network’s weights have been shaped by artificial
evolution in the context of a cooperative transport task in simulation [11].
To avoid damage to the tracks and to improve the reliability of the control,
we introduce a recovery move that is launched if high torque is continuously
present on the tracks. During recovery, the s-bot moves about 5 cm backwards
with a small lateral displacement. Afterwards the assembly module is resumed.
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Fig. 2. Initial (a) and final (b) configuration of six s-bots self-assembling with the
prey on flat terrain. Types of rough terrain: the moderately rough terrain (c), and
the very rough terrain (d).
3 Results
3.1 Experiments on Flat Terrain
We examine the ability of a single s-bot to approach and connect with an
object, called prey (see Fig. 1(b)). The prey is equipped with a color ring
of the same shape as the connection ring of the s-bots. The color is set to
red. Initially, the s-bot is put at a specific distance d ∈ {25, 50} (in cm)
and orientation α ∈ {0◦, 90◦, 180◦, 270◦} with respect to the prey. For each
combination of d and α, five repetitions are carried out, thus in total 40
trials are performed. If the s-bot does not succeed in establishing a physical
connection within 300 s, the trial is stopped.
We repeated the experiment with four different s-bots. In all 160 trials, the
s-bots succeeded in approaching and connecting with the prey. The average
completion time for the 80 trials with distance 25 cm (50 cm) is 22.6 s (34.9 s).
We examine the ability of an s-bot to approach and connect to a (static)
teammate (see Fig. 1(c)). We focus on the approaching angles α ∈ {0◦, 60◦,
120◦}, where 0◦ corresponds to the target s-bot’s tail. For each approaching
angle, 20 trials have been performed. At the beginning of each trial, the ap-
proaching s-bot is put at a distance of 50 cm heading in the direction of its
teammate. In all 60 trials, the s-bot did successfully connect. The average
completion times for the 20 trials with approaching angle 0◦, 60◦ and 120◦
are 17.9, 26.4 and 17.9 s, respectively.
So far, we have studied situations in which a single s-bot is approaching
a single object for grasping. In the following, we assess the performance of
a group of six s-bots accomplishing self-assembly with the prey given as an
initial seed. Each s-bot is driven by identical control—the same as in the
one-robot experiments.
At the beginning of each trial, the s-bots are positioned and oriented arbi-
trarily inside a circle of radius 70 cm around the prey. To favor potential inter-
actions among the s-bots, we limited their initial positions to a 90◦ segment of
the circle. Fig. 2(a) and (b) show the initial and the final configuration in one
typical trial. If the s-bot does not succeed within 600 s, the trial is stopped.
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We performed 34 trials. In total, 199 times an s-bot succeeded in estab-
lishing a connection, while in only five occasions one s-bot failed. In 30 out
of 34 trials, all seven objects were physically connected; on average this took
96 s.
3.2 Experiments on Rough Terrain
We consider two types of rough terrain (see Fig. 2(c) and (d)). Both terrain
types are unnavigable for most standard wheeled robots of a similar size.
The first terrain type (here referred to as moderately rough terrain) has a
surface with a regular structure. The second terrain type (here referred to as
very rough terrain) consists of white plaster bricks providing a very rough,
non-uniform surface.
We examine the ability of a single robot, and a group of six s-bot to
approach and to establish a physical connection with the prey. Except for
the difference in the terrain, the experimental set-up is identical to the one
described in Section 3.1.
For each type of terrain, 40 trials have been performed with one s-bot and
a prey. In each of the 40 trials on the moderately rough terrain a single s-bot
successfully connected to the prey. On the very rough terrain, the s-bot failed
only once for both initial distances. In the other 38 trials, the s-bot could
successfully connect with the prey.
20 trials with groups of six s-bots have been performed on both types of
rough terrain. For the moderately rough terrain, in total, 120 times an s-bot
was controlled in order to establish a connection, and in 118 cases it could
connect. For the very rough terrain we had to improve the control slightly, as it
turned out to be too sensitive to the roughness. Using the modified controller,
in 12 out of 20 trials all six s-bots connected with the prey. In total, 120 times
an s-bot was controlled in order to establish a connection, and in 109 cases it
succeeded.
3.3 Experiments with 16 Physical Robots
We examine the ability of a swarm of 16 s-bots to self-assemble without the
presence of a prey. One s-bot acts as a seed, as it activates a pattern on its LED
ring to attract teammates to approach from any direction but from the front
(in which its connection mechanism does not allow for receiving connections).
The s-bot acting as a seed is put in the center of a circle of radius 50 cm.
Fifteen teammates are positioned and oriented arbitrarily within the same cir-
cle. The s-bots are positioned so that each s-bot can rotate on the spot without
colliding with a teammate. The scenario is depicted in Fig. 3(a) and (b).
We repeated the experiment twelve times. In all but one case, all 16 s-
bots successfully assembled to each other; on average this lasted 122 s. In one
case a single s-bot entered the connection state without being connected, and
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Fig. 3. Self-assembly in a robotic swarm. Initial (a) and final (b) configuration of
16 physical s-bots put in a circle of radius 50 cm. Time complexity (c) for groups of
10 to 100 s-bots put in a circle around the prey (for different initial robot densities):
average time (over 200 trials in simulation) it took an s-bot to connect, divided by
the group size and scaled so that the performance for group size 10 equals 1.
another s-bot connected with it; the other 14 s-bots connected with each other.
Thus, in total, 190 out of 192 times an s-bot succeeded in task completion.
We studied self-assembly also in groups of 10 to 100 robots for different
initial densities of robots. This study was carried out in simulation. We ob-
served that the average time for a robot to connect scales sub-linearly with
the group size (see Fig. 3(c) and [10] for more details).
4 Conclusions
In this article, we have presented a study of the problem of self-assembly
in autonomous, mobile robots. At present, for the problem of self-assembly,
swarm-bots is the state of the art for what concerns reliability and speed. Our
system proved robust with respect to different initial conditions and different
types of rough terrain. In addition, the system scales well with group size,
as validated with 16 physical s-bots and up to 100 s-bots in simulation. The
entire experimentation (i.e., 386 trials) was recorded on video (see http:
//iridia.ulb.ac.be/~rgross).
Ongoing work indicates that by making use of the system’s ability to self-
assemble, we can address more complex robotic tasks, at the cutting edge of
the current research in autonomous, collective mobile robotics.
Acting in between the two research fields of collective and self-reconfigurable
robotics, we believe that the study of self-assembling robotic systems is a very
promising direction for future research.
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